Expectation values of kinetic and potential energy are calculated for some lower antibonding orbital states of simple diatomic molecules using H2 + and HeH 2+ as test cases. Common LCAO-MO theory and a scaling procedure are applied which allow an analysis of atomic orbital interactions in terms of RUEDENBERG'S 1 promotion and interference effect at various internuclear distances. Contributions to the total energy at different regions of interatomic separations are discussed in detail. A characteristic increase of the kinetic energy is observed for antibonding linear combinations at distances where chemical bonding occurs.
I. Introduction
In his review on "The Physical Nature of the Chemical Bond" RUEDENBERG concludes that chemical bonding in terms of potential and kinetic energy change is not correctly understood unless the validity of the virial theorem is preserved
The seemingly incompatibility of the opinions that bonding is either due to a decrease of the kinetic energy (HELL-MANN 2 ) or is originated from a drop of potential energy (see e. g. PITZER 3 ) could be clarified by a closer analysis of various energy contributions upon molecule formation. The fallacy in the previous arguments was found in the omission of "energy promotion effects" which were introduced in order to satisfy the virial theorem 1 . Energy promotions for bonding states of simple molecules are obtained by increased orbital exponents which lead to a contracted electron density close to the nuclei compared to corresponding charge distributions in the free atoms. Another accumulation of charge is due to the atomic overlap in the bond region (interference effect) yielding a large decrease of kinetic energy which is crucial for covalent bond formation.
Approximate wave functions which fulfill the virial theorem are obtained e. g. by scaling the coordinate system and varying the scaling parameter t] such that the energy is minimized 4 . These functions at optimal scale, in general, may still be far from the exact solution, however, if the molecular functions are in particular linear combinations of cor-1 K. RUEDENBERG, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 326 [1962] . 2 H. HELLMANN, Einführung in die Quantenchemie, Deuticke, Leipzig 1937. 3 K. S. PITZER, Quantum Chemistry, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.Y., 1953 . 4 V. FOCK, Z. Physik 63, 855 [1930 . rect atomic functions the scaling procedure leads to a substantial improvement of the wave functions which for small molecules are close to the exact solution 5 . For the present problem the approximate solution is preferred to the exact one in order to discuss the energy contributions in terms of atomic promotion and interference effects. In bond orbitals at internuclear distances close to the molecular equilibrium the scaling parameter is rj > 1 which produces a promotion effect showing all features discussed by RUEDENERG. However, at intermediate internuclear distances (5 to 15 Bohr radii for the hydrogen molecular ion) the situation is different: The bonding orbital not withstanding the virial theorem is expanded compared to the atomic constituents 6 . This type of interaction which is essentialh different from chemical bonding perhaps indicates some sort of LONDON forces. Corresponding results are obtained if the ^-parameter is determined by maximizing the overlap integral of the scaled and the exact wave function 7 .
In this context a closer investigation of corresponding antibonding orbitals is interesting. Because of larger corrections due to the differential term in the molecular virial theorem entirely different results may be obtained compared to bond orbital states. The energy destabilization of anibonding liniear combinations is generally considered as being due to the necessary introduction of node planes: those orbitals having the greatest number of nodes are expected to be highest in energy. From RUEDENBERG'S results obtained for bonding orbitals it has been concluded 8 that in antibonding orbitals the increased energy is almost entirely due to a raise of kinetic energy. If this is true various consequences would result: e.g. orbital transitions which are important in optical spectroscopy are then explained essentially by a change of kinetic energy of the valence electrons (Leuchtelektronen). However, these arguments are only correct if the energy partitioning is strictly reversed in bonding and antibonding orbital states. In addition would molecules with hetero atoms further complicate the problem because of internal charge transfer processes.
We want to investigate this question by calculating two very simple diatomic molecules which are used as a model for more complicated systems. Expectation values of the kinetic and potential energy for antibonding states of H2 + and of the smallest heteroatomic molecule, i. e. HeH 2+ , are calculated. The latter molecule has only antibonding states and is therefore of particular interest for the present problem. The promotion and interference effect and its dependence on the internuclear distance are discussed in detail.
II. Calculation
The method applied is the common MO-LCAO procedure with scaled Is hydrogen-like atomic functions with charges a and ß on the two nuclei
In this problem all overlap, coulomb and resonance integrals can be expressed analytically. The coefficients Cij of the atomic orbitals are then determined by solving a 2 x 2 secular equation yielding two electronic energies Ea and E^ for the antibonding and bonding states, respectively. For a given set of nuclei a and ß these energies are functions of the scaling parameter rj and the internuclear distance R. The rfs are then varied at each R in such a way that the energy becomes a minimum:
This procedure, of course, does not yield the "best LCAO-approximation for the optimal basis set" since the coefficients and the orbital exponent rj 8 C. K. JORGENSEN, Intern. J. Quantum Chem. 2, 49 [1968] .
are not varied simultaneously. However, the functions obtained by successive variation of Cij and J? fulfill the virial theorem, too, which is of main importance for the present problem. Expectation values for kinetic and potential energies of the electrons as function of R are obtained from the calculated molecular orbital (i = a or b for the antibonding and bonding orbital, respectively) by
Numerical calculations were performed on a Honeywell 120 electronic computer. The program was written in Fortran IV language.
III. Results and Discussion
The results of the computations are presented in Table 1 and 2. Scaling parameters, coefficients, energies and expectation values are listed as function of the internuclear distance R, given in Bohr units. Also, the differential term in the molecular virial theorem
is presented in which the nuclear repulsion a ß/R is included. One notices that for almost all distances this corection term is larger for the antibonding linear combination than for the bonding one. This relation is reversed only for HeH 2+ at intermediate distances. For bonding states at equilibrium separation the molecular theorem Eq. (4) simplifies to
which is apart from the term a ß/R identical with the atomic theorem. Deviations from the latter theorem are certainly large for strongly antibonding states. In the tables potential energies without internuclear repulsions, i. e. electronic potential energies, are also listed. They are always negative for all states and distances because of a general gain of potential energy due to the addition of another nucleus on molecule formation. Now, considering the scaling parameter ( Fig. 1 ) we observe similar behaviour for r\ in H2 + and HeH 2+ . For small nuclear distances the bonding orbitals xp^ are contracted (>?>1) and the antibonding orbitals t/'a ar e expanded (*7<1) compared to the separated atom limit. However, the promotion effect in eeneral is smaller for HeH 2+ than it is for (1) bonding orbital Y>b( c ba = Cbß) which is similar to that in H2 + ; it is, however, more distinct; the ^-values are increased in HeH 2+ up to 1.15. This probably simulates an interaction (VAN DER WAALS or LONDON forces?) which is non-bonding or weakly bonding in character and which is different from interactions obtained for usual chemical bonding because of reversed promotion effects. It is larger for molecules with hetero atoms.
More interesting than looking at the scaling parameter is an investigation of the /^-dependence of the kinetic and potential energy contributions due to molecular bond formation. These energies are obtained by substracting from the kinetic and potential energies in Table 1 and 2 the respective values for the separated atoms. For H2 + this limit at infinite internuclear separations is identical with the ground state energy of the hydrogen atom, i. e. the kinetic energy is ^00 = 0.5, and the potential energy is = -1.0 atomic units. The lower state of HeH 2+ changes for infinite distances into the ground state of He + , i. e. Tbx = 2 and Vboo = -4, and the excited state of HeH 2+ goes into the ground state energy of the hydrogen atom. Kinetic and potential energies due to the interaction of the atomic components, i. e. T-T^ and V + a ß/R -V^ , respectively, are plotled in Fig. 2 and 3 . Kinetic and potential energy curves for the bond orbital of H2 + calculated from the exact solution have been discussed earlier 5 . Corresponding curves obtained from scaled approximate functions are very close to the exact solution 5 . In the following we want to discuss the behaviour of these curves in terms of the promotion effect for which the scaling parameter r\ is an indication. At first, as R decreases from infinity to intermediate distances, it is the "inference effect" due to the orbital overlap which is the important factor for the kinetic and potential energy change. The "promotion effect" at these distances is very small (rj^l) since the atomic virial theorem is still well obeyed. A piling up of charge in the overlap region for the bonding orbital leads to an increase of potential energy and to a more than compensating drop of kinetic energy. On the other hand a removal of charge due to the node plane in the antibonding orbital correspondingly has the opposite effect on the energy distribution. The reversed promotion effect discussed in the preceding paragraph also causes energy changes in the same sense as obtained for the interference effect. These are, however, of minor importance as is seen by inspecting the energy curves at points without promotion effect where the scaling parameter has exactly the value rj = 1. At smaller internuclear distances the promotion effect becomes more and more important and changes the situation completely. Energy contributions in bonding and antibonding orbital states in general do not have opposite signs. While in the bonding linear combination both kinetic and potential energy change sign due to promotion effects, the kinetic energy in the antibonding state remains always positive and goes through a maximum close to the equilibrium distance at /?e = 2.0 at. u. The potential energy at smaller R-values becomes also positive because of the increased internuclear repulsion. For distances between R = 0 and Re all energy contributions for the antisymmetric linear combination are positive. The virial theorem is fulfilled due to the large negative differential term by which the atomic virial theorem is corrected. The potential and kinetic contributions to bond energy at equilibrium distance is therefore primarily determined by the virial theorem which causes large promotion effects. An understanding of chemical bonding in terms of kinetic and potential energy is therefore only possible if the validity of the virial theorem is accounted for. Although promotion effects are predominant in the two energy contributions they are of minor importance to the total energy since they operate in opposite direction: the decrease in potential energy due to promotion is compensated by an increase in kinetic energy. The drop in total energy on molecular formation is caused by atomic interference. At very small interatomic distances the potential energy goes to infinity because of the increased internuclear repulsion. The kinetic energies, however, assume fixed values determined by the united atom. It should be pointed out that for antibonding states these limits are not correctly obtained from the present method. Therefore respective curves for these states cannot be drawn up to the united atom limit in Fig. 2 and 3 .
The shapes of energy curves for the heteroatomic molecule HeH 2+ (see Fig. 3 ) are largely similar to corresponding H2 + curves. Only the potential curve of the positive linear combination behaves entirely different. Due to the strong nuclear repulsion this curve is positive for all interatomic separations. In the negative linear combination the nuclear repulsion term in the potential curve is compensated by a charge transfer process within the molecule. Since the separated atom limit for this state consists of a hydrogen atom H and a helium nucleus He 2+ , a transfer of electronic charge from H to He 2+ by molecule formation is accompanied by a gain of potential energy due to the higher coulomb attraction. The total energy, however, is repulsive because of the large increase of kinetic energy which results from a combined interference and promotion effect in the higher orbital state. Since these effects operate in the Tb-curve in opposite direction, a slight decrease in energy is observed. The promotion energy is increased for relatively small internuclear distances. In this region theTa-curve drops because of a continuous decrease of the ^-parameter (see Fig. 1 ). Close to the united atom the curve becomes more and more incorrect since the present procedure is not able to reproduce the correct state for this limit. This error is obviously larger for HeH 2+ than for H2 + .
The striking similarity of the two kinetic energy curves Ta-^Taoo for HeH 2+ and H2 + deserves special interest. They both go through a maximum at interatomic distances where chemical bonding occurs. Corresponding potential curves on the other hand deviate only very little from their separated atom limits: with other words, potential energy contributes very little to the total (anti)-bonding energy. This may be an indication that negative linear combinations are destabilized primarily by an increase of kinetic energy. The result favours the opinion 8 that the destabilization of antibonding orbitals is almost entirely due to the presence of nodes in negative linear combinations of molecular orbitals. This is certainly true for homonuclear molecules like H2 + where the increase in kinetic energy is entirely due to the interference effect which raises the energy in the antisymmetric linear combination. However, for heteronuclear molecules this increase is also due to promotion energy which enhances the maximum of the antibonding kinetic energy curve at normal bond distances.
A generalization of the present results, of course, cannot be made without strong reservations. However, they may be taken as basis for a discussion of more complicated molecules which should include electronic repulsions. Such investigations would also have special interest in electronic spectroscopy. Since electronic transitions in particular occur between the highest occupied and the lowest empty orbital states which are essentially antibonding in character it is important for an understanding of these transitions if these are mainly due to a change in kinetic energy of the electrons. Moreover, if destabilization due to nodes in the electronic density is the main contribution to the total energy, it would be the kinetic energy which determines the order of antibonding orbitals in the orbital energy scheme. These questions, however, can only be settled if further results on more complex molecules are available.
